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INTRODUCTION
Andreas Dress, Bielefeld, pointed out to me that my paper on multidi-
w xmensional system theory 10 has a significance for the theory of multivari-
ate splines. In particular, he recently presented part of a IBM research
w xreport 4 on this subject in a colloquium talk in Innsbruck. Checking this
report and the cited literature I realized that, indeed, the theorems of my
article or easy corollaries of them give complete answers to questions
w xraised in the ``spline literature,'' for instance in 2]5 . In this paper I
explain these answers. Essentially they represent the simplest case of the
``fundamental principle'' and the ``representation of solutions as integrals
w xover exponential solutions''}theorem of the important books 6, 13 .
From the point of view of system theory I obtain the characterization of
multidimensional systems with finite-dimensional state space. All results are
w xsimple consequences of my article 10 whose terminology and results I
  ..fully use but see Remark 73 . In the so-called complex continuous case I
obtain the following result: Consider the system of linear partial differen-
tial equations with constant coefficients
p
mP ­ y s 0, i.e., f m ­ y s 0, .  .  i j j
rjs1 mgN
y1
p. r.i s 1, . . . , k , y s g D9 R , 1 .  .. 0yp
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 . m w x w xrwhere the P s  f m s g C s s C s , . . . , s , i s 1, . . . , k, j si j mg N i j 1 r
w xk , p1, . . . , p, form a k = p-matrix P g C s of complex polynomials, y is a
 .vector of distributions, and ­ s ­ , . . . , ­ with the partial derivative ­ in1 r i
the ith direction.
w x w x p T w xkConsider the associated C s -module C s rP C s , its characteristic
 .  .   . r   .. 4affine ¨ariety CV M [ z s z , . . . , z g C ; rank P z - p and the1 r
  r . p  . 4system or solution space S [ y g D9 R ; P ­ y s 0 .
 .2 THEOREM.
 .i Situation as explained abo¨e. The following assertions are equi¨ a-
lent
 . w x p T w xka M s C s rP C s is finite-dimensional.
 .   r .  . 4  r . pb S s y g D9 R ; P ­ y s 0 ; D9 R is finite-dimensional.
 .  .  .c The characteristic ¨ariety CV M is finite, i.e. of Krull- dimen-
sion zero.
 . w xii If these equi¨ alent conditions are satisfied then M:C [
 . w x dim M s S:C , and S has a direct sum decomposition integral exponen-C
.tial representation ,
r
rS s P z exp z ) z , z ) z [ z z , z , z g C , .  .[  r r
 .zgV M rs1
 . w x pwhere P z ; C z , . . . , z are explicitly known finite-dimensional spaces1 r
of polynomials, depending on P.
 .iii An algorithm on the basis of the Grobner basis algorithms isÈ
described to decide whether M or S are finite-dimensional and, if so, to
 .calculate their dimension and bases of the P z .
 .3 EXAMPLES.
 .  w x. ri Splines and matroids 4 . Consider the C-space L [ [ C siis1
of linear forms and in it a generating system l , . . . , l , i.e.,1 n
r
r , nl s s X i , j , j s 1, . . . , n , X s X i , j g C , rank X s r . .  .  . i , jj i
is1
w x  4Consider now the linear matroid on n [ 1, . . . , n defined by the l orj
the matrix X, in particular the sets B of bases and C of cocircuits,
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defined as
w xB [ B ; n ; l is a basis of L , . 5j jgB
w xC [ C ; n ; C is minimal such that C l ;/ L . j 5
w xjg n _C
 r  .. w xFor C g C define l [  l s   s X i, j g C s , a homo-C jg C j jg C is1 i
< <geneous polynomial of degree C , and the homogeneous ideal a , gen-
w x  . w xC T w xCerated by all l , a [  C s l s l C s s P C s , P sC C g C C C C g C
 .T w xk , 1 < < w xl g C s , k [ C , and M [ C s ra. Then Dahmen et al. prove,C C g C
by combinatorial means, that
r  4CV M [ V a s z g C ; l z s 0 for all C g C s 0 , 4 .  .  .C
< <w xC s ra : C s B . .
The preceding theorem implies the really desired result
< <w xS :C s B ,
r
rwhere S s a g D9 R ; ;C g C : ­ X i , j a s 0 . .  .  i 5 /jgC is1
This is a very good example for the principles of algebraic analysis, namely
to transform an analytical problem into an algebraic one and to solve this.
w xThis paper and the paper 10 are a contribution to this method.
 .  .ii Consider the standard one-dimensional r s 1 system
y9 s sy s Ay or sI y A y s 0, .p
p p` p , py s y t g C R or D9 R , A g C , .  .  . .  .tgR
 .  .  .with the solution y t s exp tA y 0 . Then
p pTw x w xCV C s r sI y A C s s z g C; rank z I y A - p s Spec A . 4 .  . /p p
is the set of eigenvalues of A. The solution y can then be represented as
y t s p t exp lt .  .  . l
 .lgSpec A
w x pwith polynomials p g C t . This follows from the Jordan decompositionl
of C p into the generalized eigenspaces of A and is a standard fact. Part
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 .  .ii of Theorem 2 generalizes this to finite-dimensional solution spaces of
linear systems of partial differential equations with constant coefficients.
The second part of the preceding theorem is only the simplest case of
w xthe mentioned general integral representation theorem of Ehrenpreis 6
 .et al. I give, however, a simple direct proof and the algorithm from iii ,
whereas, in general, this theorem is not constructive. In his master's thesis
in Innsbruck Sigurd Kleon currently implements this algorithm on a
workstation. Several other theorems of the same type, in particular in the
discrete case, and the corresponding computer algorithms are derived in
this paper. The canonical Cauchy problem is solved constructively.
THEOREMS
w xAs a preparation I first recall the main duality theorem of 10 . More
 .generally than in 2 I make the
 .4 Assumption. Consider a field F, an affine F-algebra D of the
form
l
w x w x w xD s F s , . . . , s ra , a s F s f ; F s ,1 r l
ls1
w xf s f s , . . . , s g F s .l l 1 r
 . w xwithout loss of generality , and one of the D-modules A of 10 which
were shown to be large injecti¨ e cogenerators. These are the following
examples:
 . w x w xi Complex continuous case: F [ C, D [ C s s C s , . . . , s , and1 r
 .  r .  r .5 A [ D9 R complex distributions on R or
 . ` r . ` r . `6 A [ C R s C R , C s complex-valued C -functions on
R r or
 .  4  4 N r   .. r7 A [ C z s C z , . . . , z s C 2 a s a n s1 r n g N
 . n  .r a n z formal power series orng N
 .  :  :  .8 A [ C z s C z , . . . , z s locally con¨ergent power se-1 r
ries or
 .  r .9 A [ O s O C s everywhere convergent power series or
entire holomorphic functions on C r.
The polynomial algebra D acts on A by partial differentiation, i.e.,
s a s ­ a s ­ a z , . . . , z r­ z , f s a s f ­ a .  .  .  .r r 1 r r
w xfor f g C s , a g A.
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 . w x w xii Real continuous case: F [ R, D [ R s s R s , . . . , s , A a1 r real
 .  w x.real form or analogue of the complex modules from i see 10, pp. 79]81 .
 .  .iii Discrete case: F and D arbitrary as in 4 and A [ D* [
 .Hom D, F . For concrete calculations an isomorphic representation ofF
 .  w x.Hom D, F is often preferable Compare 10, Section 3 . Choose a basisF
d , n g N, of D, A [ F N and the nondegenerate bilinear formn
 :  :] , ] : D = A ª F , d , a [ a n .n
for a [ a n g A s F N . 10 .  . . ngN
The D-module structure of A is then given by the adjunction
 :  :  :  :dd9, a s d9, da , da n s d , da s dd , a , .  . n n
d , d9 g D , a g A. 11 .
The standard isomorphism
N  :Hom D, F ( A s F , a s y , a l a s a d .  . .F n ngN
is D-linear and implies that the new A s F N is simply a new model for
 : N .  n  .D*. The dual basis with respect to ], ] of F [ a g F ; a n s 0 for
4almost all n g N to the given basis d is the standard basis d [n n
 .  :  .. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , n g N, d , d s d Kronecker symbol . Specialm n m , n
cases of this construction are:
 . w x w x n nr12 D s F s s F s , . . . , s s [ Fs , d s s sn g N1 r n
n1. n r .   . . r N rs ) ??? ) s , n s n 1 , . . . g N , and A s F , the action being given1 r
 m . .  . w xby the left shifts s a n s a m q n ; compare 10, pp. 50]52 .
 . w r x w y1 x w y1 y1 x13 D [ F Z s F s, s s F s , s , . . . , s , s s F-algebra1 1 r r
w x r w x .of Laurent polynomials s F s , t , . . . , s , t r F s, t s t y 1 ,1 1 r r rs1 r r
ry1 n r Z m . .t s s , with the F-basis d [ s , n g Z , and A s F , s a n sr r n
 .  .a m q n loc. cit. .
For a finitely generated D-module M s D prP T D k, P g D k , p, consider
now the
T pA-system S M s y s y , . . . , y g A ; Py s 0 ( Hom M , A .  .  . 51 p D
14 .
 w x.compare 10, Sections 2 and 5 which, by definition, is nothing else but
the solution space of a linear system of partial differential resp. difference
 .equations with constant coefficients. The main result of loc. cit. is that
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the system Hom-functor,
op
Modf D ª Syst A , M ¬ S M ( Hom M , A , 15 .  .  .  .  .D
w  .  .x.is a duality of categories 10, Theorems 2.54 and 2.56 , in particular,
 .exact. Here Modf D is the category of finitely generated D-modules, and
 .Syst A is that of A-systems. Define
Modf d D [ category of F-finite dimensional D-modules ; Modf D . .  .
16 .
 .  .The following theorems characterize the image of Modfd D under 15 .
 .  .17 THEOREM. Assumption 4 . Let M be a finitely generated D-mod-
 .  p 4ule and S [ S M [ y g A ; Py s 0 , its associated solution space or
 .system. Then M is finite-dimensional if and only if S M is finite-dimensional,
and then
w x w xM :F s S :F .
N  .Proof. Discrete case, A s F ( Hom D, F . The proof is, surpris-F
ingly, given its valuable consequences, completely trivial. The ring exten-
 w  .x.sion F ; D gives rise to the standard isomorphism compare 10, 3.54
Hom M , F ( Hom M , Hom D, F ( Hom M , A s S M . .  .  .  . .F D F F
We conclude that
w xM :F if M is finite-dimensional
S M :F s 18 .  .w M : F x < <F if M is infinite-dimensional ,
w xthe second equality following from 7, p. 68 .
 .For the remainder of this note, in particular for the proof of 17 in the
 w xcontinuous case, I make without loss of generality see 10, pp. 45]46 and
.below the following.
 . w x w x  .19 Assumption. D s F s s F s , . . . , s or a s 0 in 4 , and M g1 r
 w x.Modf F s ,
p k k , pTw x w x w xM s F s rP F s , P g F s .
I need the following characterization of the finiteness of M which is a
standard result of commutati¨ e algebra and algebraic geometry. The proof is
w x wcontained in 1, 8 . The terminology and results were also used in 10,
xp. 155 .
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For an algebraic closure F of F we have the standard surjection
r w x w xF ( Al F s , F ª Max F s , . .F 20 .
z s x s , . . . , x s l x ¬ m z s ker x , .  .  .  . .1 r
 w x. w xwhere Max F s denotes the set of maximal ideals of F s . The surjectiv-
ity of this map is one version of Hilbert's nullstellensatz. If F s F is
 .algebraically closed, for instance, if F s C, then the surjection of 20 is
even bijective and
r
 :w xm z s F s s y z s s y z , . . . , s y z if F s F . .  . r r F w s x 1 1 r r
rs1
21 .
 .With the abbreviation m [ m z
w x w xM rm M ( F s rm M ( x F s M ; F M .  .m m mm m m
w x w x w xF s F s F s
Tp k( F rP z F , 22 .  .
 . w x  .where im x and F are considered as F s -modules via fa [ f z a ,
w xf g F s , a g F. This isomorphism implies
m s m z g Supp M , .  .
ri.e., M / 0 m z g RS M [ z g F ; rank P z - p . 23 .  .  . . 4m
 w .  .In the system theory literature see 10, pp. 157]158 this set RS M is
w xcalled the set of rank singularities of M or P. For a polynomial f g F s
l w x w xand an ideal a s  F s f of F s letls1 l
rV f [ z g F ; f z s 0 , .  . 4
l 24 .rV a [ V f s z g F ; f z s 0 for all f g a .  .  . 4F l
ls1
rbe the associated affine varieties in F . Denote by
w x w x0: M s f g F s ; fM s 0 ; F s 25 4 .  .
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 .  w x.the annihilator of M. Then for m [ m z g Max F s
z g V a m m z > a , z g RS M m M / 0 m m z > 0: M ; .  .  .  .  .m
26 .
hence,
CV M [ RS M s V 0: M [ the characteristic ¨ariety of M . 27 .  .  .  . .
 .  .28 THEOREM Characterization of finite modules . In the situation
abo¨e the following properties of M are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is finite-dimensional:
 .i 9 M is artinian or of finite length.
 . w x  .ii F s r 0: M is a finite-dimensional or artinian F-algebra or, in
 .other terms, 0: M is of Krull-dimension zero.
 .  .  .  ..iii The characteristic ¨ariety CV M s RS M s V 0: M of M
consists of finitely many points.
 . t m iiv A finite product a [  m of powers of maximal idealsis1 i
 .annihilates M, i.e., a M s 0 or a ; 0: M .
 .Under these equi¨ alent conditions there is a normal Jordan]Holder seriesÈ
w x iM s M > M > ??? > M s 0, M rM ( F s rm z .0 1 t iy1 i
for all i s 1, . . . , t ,
 .  i4and then CV M s z ; ' i, 1 F i F t, with z conjugate z and, moreo¨er,
 .  .m z m zm z M s 0 or m z ; 0: M .  .  . 
 .  .zgCV M zgCV M
 .with suitable numbers m z ) 0.
 .  .29 Completion of the proof of 17 .
 . w xi Assume that F s F is algebraically closed and M s F s r
 . w xm z ( F is simple and of dimension one, where F is a F s -module via
  ..s a s z a compare 22 . Thenr r
 :w x w xS F s rm z s S F s r s y z , . . . , s y z s a g A ; s a s z a . 4 . .  .1 1 r r r r
 .  r .a Complex continuous case. F s C, A s D9 R . If z s 0 then
  r . 4trivially a g D9 R ; ­ a s ­ ar­ z s 0 s C consists of ther r
constants and is one-dimensional. For arbitrary z the equa-
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  ..tions compare 2
b [ a exp yz ) z , a s b exp z ) z , ­ a s z a .  . r r
furnish ­ b s 0 for all r ; hence, b s const andr
a g D9 R r ; ­ a s z a for r s 1, . . . , r s C exp z ) z .  . 4r r
of dimension one, too. In particular, the solutions are entire
functions. In the same fashion, but more simply,
r
n  4a s a n s a n z g C z ; .  . . ngN
n
­ ar­ z s z a for all r s 1 to r s C exp z ) z . .r r 5
 .This implies that for all large injective cogenerators A of 4 ,
 .i , we obtain
a g A ; m z a s 0 s a g A ; ­ ar­ z s z a for all r 4  4 . r r
s C exp z ) z , 30 .  .
independent of the choice of A, in particular,
w x w xS C s rm z :C s C s rm z :C s 1. .  . .
 . N r  4b Discrete case. A s F s F z with the operation by left shifts,
 m . .  .i.e., s a n s a m q n . A simple calculation shows
a g F N r; m z a s 0 s a g F N r; s a s z a for all r 4 .  4r r
s F z n r . 31 .  .ngN
w  . xThe conclusion from these calculations is that S M :F s
w xM:F if F is algebraically closed and M is simple.
 .ii Inductive proof of the theorem for an algebraically closed field
w xF. An arbitrary finite-dimensional F s -module M admits an exact se-
quence 0 ª N ; M ª MrN ª 0 with simple MrN. The exact system
 .functor S s Hom ] , A induces the exact sequence 0 ¤F w s x
 .  .  . w  . x w  . xS N ¤ S M ¤ S MrN ¤ 0 and S M : F s S N : F q
w  . x w x w x w x  .S MrN :F s N:F q MrN:F s M:F , where I have used i and
the inductive hypothesis.
 .iii Real continuous case. Let F [ R be the field of real numbers, A
 .  . w xover C from 4 , i , and A its real form with a C s -isomorphismreal
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` r . ` r .C m A ( A, for instance, C m C R , R ( C R , C , 1 m u q i mrealR R
 w x. w x¨ ¬ u q i¨ . For a module M g Modf d R s 10, pp. 80]81 implies the
 .  . isomorphism C m S M s C m Hom M, A ( Hom C mR R w s x real Cw s xR R R
.  .  . w  . x w  . xM, A s S C m M ; hence, by ii , S M :R s S C m M :C sC R R
w x w xC m M:C s M:R .R
The fact that S is a duality implies that, if M is not finite-dimensional
 .  .and, hence, by 28 not artinian, the dual object S M is not noetherian as
a system and, in particular, not finite-dimensional. The proof is thus
 .finished since the general discrete case was solved in 18 .
The preceding proof implies the following.
 .32 COROLLARY. In the complex or the real continuous case of Theo-
 .  w x p T w xk .  .rem 17 the solution space or system S s S F s rP F s ( ker P s
 p 4y g A ; Py s 0 does not depend on the choice of the large injecti¨ e
 .  .  .cogenerator A from 4 , i and ii .
ALGORITHMS
 .   ..33 ALGORITHM Determination of finiteness and of CV M . As-
 . sumption 19 is in force. Using the Grobner basis algorithms see theÈ
w x. w xsurvey article 14 and the consequences drawn in 10, p. 87 , in particular,
 .Theorem 5.34 , we obtain the decomposition
p k km T r Tw x w x w x w xF s s Fs e [ P F s , G [ p = N _ deg P F s , .  .[ i
 .i , m gG
34 .
w x  4where p [ 1, . . . , p , e , i s 1, . . . , p, denotes the standard basis ofi
w x pF s and deg is the degree set with respect to an admissible well-order on
w x r  .  .p = N see loc. cit. for the details . The construction of 34 is contained
in several computer algebra systems. We conclude:
p kT G. < <w x w x w xM s F s rP F s ( F , M :F s G . 35 .
 .This decides the finite-dimensionality of M and S M . The annihilator
 .0: M is
kTw x w x0: M s f g F s ; fe g P F s for j s 1, . . . , p . .  5j
j   . w x1, k kDefine U [ q s q , . . . , q g F s ;  q P s 0 for all l / j, 1 F1 k is1 i i l
4 w x1, pl F p ; F s , j s 1, . . . , p. As the solution space of a system of linear
equations U j can also be constructively determined by the Grobner basisÈ
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algorithms. The same is then true of
p k
j j j0: M s a , a [ q P ; q g U . 36 .  .F  i i j 5
js1 is1
 .  ..The finite set CV M s V 0: M can then also be determined via GrobnerÈ
 w x.basis algorithms see 14 .
 . p, pFor the one-dimensional r s 1 standard systems sy s Ay, A g C ,
 .  .  . with the solutions y t s exp tA y 0 in the continuous case respectively
 . n  . .y n s A y 0 in the discrete case , we get
p pTw x w xM s C s r sI y A C s , .p
CV M s RS M s l g C; rank lI y A - p s Spec A . .  .  . 4 .p
 .In this case the determination of CV M means to calculate the eigenval-
ues of A as could be expected. The numerical problems of this calculation
 .appear, of course, too when a general CV M is computed.
 .  pWe proceed to the determination of a basis of S s ker P [ y g A ;
4Py s 0 for an algebraically closed field F and assume that the data of
 .Theorem 28 have been determined by the preceding algorithm. We use
 .  w x.the Chinese remainder theorem CRT compare 9, pp. 104]105 . The
F-algebra isomorphism
 .  .m z m zw x w xF s r m z ( F s rm z , f ¬ f , . . . , f , .  .  . 
 .  .zgV M zgV M
37 .
w xinduces a similar decomposition of all F s -modules annihilated by
 . m z .P m z . This applies in particular to M and S and yieldsz g V M .
S s S z 38 .  .[
 .zgV M
with
 .  .m z m zpS z [ y g S ; m z y s 0 s y g A ; Py s 0, m z y s 0 . .  .  . 4  4
 .I am going to show now that these S z can be computed by solving a
system of linear equations over F. Surprisingly, the general case can be
reduced to the special discrete case with z s 0.
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 . 39 Assumption. F is algebraically closed. The data z s z , . . . ,1
. r  . r w x . w xk , pz g F , m z [  F s s y z , d ) 0, and P g F s , P sr is1 i i i j
 . mr f m s , are arbitrary. Consider the systemmg N i j
dq1pS [ y g A ; Py s 0, m z y s 0 . . 4
The goal is to determine a basis of S algorithmically.
 .  .40 ALGORITHM. Assumption 39 , but additionally z s 0; hence,
 .  : N rm [ m 0 s s , . . . , s , and A [ F with the operation by leftF w s x 1 r
shifts. We identify
w x w x N r . N r m r 4F z [ F z , . . . , z s F ; F z s F , z s d for m g N .1 r m
41 .
 . w xThe d q 1 th power of m ; F s is trivially known; indeed,
dq1 m r < <w xm s F s s ; m g N , m G d q 1 4
m r < < 4s [ Fs ; m g N , m G d q 1 ,
< <  .  .   .  .. rwhere m s m 1 q ??? qm r for m s m 1 , . . . , m r g N . With
 m . .  .s a n s a m q n we conclude
dq1 N r m < <w xS F s rm s a g F ; s a s 0 if m G d q 1 4 .
N r < <s a g F ; a n s 0 for n G d q 1 4 .
m w xs a s a m z g F z . 5
< <m Fd
w x w xs a g F z ; deg a F d \ F z 42 4 .  .d
and then
pn w p x=N p dq1 4  4y s y n z g F s F z s F z ; m y s 0 .  . 5
rngN
p pw x w xs F z s F z . 43 . .d d
With the abbreviation,
f m [ f m ; 1 F i F k , 1 F j F p g F k , p , .  . .i j
44 .k , pm k , pw x w xP s f m s g F s s F s , .  .
rmgN
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 .the system P s y s 0 has the form
f m sm y n z n s f m y m q n z n .  .  .  .  
m , n n m , n
s f m y n y m ; n F m z n s 0 4 .  . 
r mngN
or f m y n y m ; n F m s 0 45 4 .  .  .
m
 .  .for all n. Here n F m signifies n i F m i for all i s 1 to r. Equations
 .  .43 ] 45 together then imply
prN dq1S s y g F ; Py s 0, m y s 0 . 4
s y s y m z m ; y satisfies 47 46 .  .  . 5
< <m Fd
< < < <f m y n y m ; n F m , m F d s 0 for all n with n F d. 4 .  .
m
47 .
But this is a system of linear equations over F which can be constructively
solved with the help of various computer programs. There results an
a a  . m w x w dq1 xF-basis y s  y m z , a s 1 to S:F s Mrm M:F , M s< m < F d
w x p T w xkF s rP F s . The algorithm in this special case is finished.
For the extension of the preceding algorithm to arbitrary z g F r and
 .  wm z we need a procedure which has been used by Eva Zerz see 15,
x w x.pp. 252 and 11 in her dissertation to constructively solve the canonical
Cauchy problem for arbitrary discrete IO-systems in the whole integral
space Z r, instead of the positive ``quadrant'' N r. For this purpose consider
a surjective algebra homomorphism
w : D ª E , a [ ker w , E ( Dra , 48 .  .
between affine F-algebras D and E with bases d , m g M, and e ,m n
n g N, respectively. Define A [ F M and B [ F N and let
 :  :] , ] : D = A ª F , ] , ] : E = B ª F 49 .
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 .  .be the nondegenerate bilinear forms ``scalar products'' from 10 . The
surjection w gives rise to the adjoint injection w*, defined by
 :  :w*: A ¤ B, w d , b s d , w* b . 50 .  .  .
 .With the module structures from 11 the map w* is w-semilinear, i.e.,
w* w d b s dw* b . 51 .  .  . .
 w x.The map w* induces the E-isomorphism compare 10, p. 47
 4B ( a g A ; a a s 0 ( Hom E , A ( Hom Dra , A 52 .  .  .D D
and, more generally, for every matrix P g D k , p the E-isomorphism
p  p 4z g B ; w P y s 0 ( y g A ; Py s 0 and a y s 0 , z ¬ w* z . 4 .  .
53 .
This implies that B-systems are exactly the A-systems annihilated by a
w xloc. cit. ; hence for general considerations it suffices to study modules
 p T k .  p 4over D and their A-systems Hom D rP D , A ( y g A ; Py s 0 .D
Since every affine algebra E is, by definition, of the form E s Dra ,
w x N rD [ F s , and A s F , it suffices to investigate these special discrete
w xsystems over F s as it was done above. E. Zerz applies this idea to
rZ y1 y1E s F s F s , s , . . . , s , s1 1 r r
 :w x( F s , t , . . . , s , t r s t y 1, . . . , s t y 1 . 54 .1 1 r r 1 1 r r
Here we apply it, for given z g F r, to the F-algebra automorphisms
w x w x r y1w [ w [ F s ª F s , w f s s f s q z , z g F , w s w , .  . .z z yz
55 .
thus
w x m rD s E s F s with the basis d s e s s , m g N ,m m
N r N r . w x m m 4A s B s F s F z > F s F z s Fz , z s d , 56 .[ m
rmgN
m  m :  m n:f m s , a s f m a m , s , a s a m , s , z s d . .  .  .  .  ; m , n
m m
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The map w* is then given by
nn n :  :w* a n s s , w* a s w s , a s s q z , a : .  .  .  .  .
n ms z a n y m 57 .  .  /m
mFn
with n [  r n i. . In particular, .  /m is1 m i.
U n n rnym nym n N  4w d s z s z z ; m F n g F s F z . z m  5 /  / / rm mngN n
58 .
r r   ..  . nfor m g N , z g F , w f s s f s q z . We remark that s 0 if .z m
 .m Fu n. The equation 51 implies
wU f s q z a s f s wU a , wU f s a s f s y z wU a .  .  .  .  .  . .  .z z z z
dq1 dq1U U U Uw P s q z y s P s w y , w m 0 y s m z w y .  .  .  .  .  . .  .z z z z
for y g A p . 59 .
 . U  .  .60 COROLLARY. The isomorphism w from 57 and 58 induces thez
isomorphism
dq1U pw : y g A ; P s q z y s 0, m 0 y s 0 .  . 4z
dq1p( y g A ; P s y s 0, m z y s 0 .  . 4
U  . U  . p N r w xk , pwhere w y [ w y , y g A , y g A s F , j s 1, . . . , p, P g F s .z j z j j
 .  .This corollary and 46 , 47 obviously imply an algorithm for the
 .  .  .determination of the S z , z g CV M , from 38 in the discrete case.
 .  .61 ALGORITHM Solution of finite-dimensional discrete systems .
w xGiven are an algebraically closed field F and a F s -module M s
w x p T w xk w xk , p  .F s rP F s , P g F s , which, by Algorithm 33 , has been shown to
 .be finite-dimensional and for which the finite characteristic ¨ariety CV M
 r   . 4s z g F ; rank P z - p has been determined. The algorithm furnishes
  ..a basis of see 38
prNS [ y g F ; P s y s 0 s S z , .  .  . 4 [
 .zgCV M
pr  .m zNS z s y g F ; P s y s 0, m z y s 0 . .  .  .  . 4
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 .  .  . z , aFor every z g CV M determine, with 46 and 47 , a basis y s
 z , a  . m < <  . 4  . w m z . x y m z ; m F m z y 1 , a s 1 to d z [ Mrm M:F sm
w  . x   N r . p  .  . m z . 4 pw xS z :F of y g F ; P s q z y s 0, m 0 y s 0 ; F z m z .y1
w x ps F z . Thenm z .y1
pnz , a nym n < <  4y m z z ; m F m z y 1, m F n g F z .  .  5 /m 62 .m , n
z g CV M , a s 1, . . . , d z , .  .
  N r . p  . 4  N r . p  4 p p 4is a basis of S s y g F ; P s y s 0 ; F s F z s F z .
 .The matrices P s q z are best obtained from the Taylor series
P s q t s P t sm , .  . m
m
m m q l< m < lP t s 1rm! ­ Pr ­ s t s f m q l t . .  .  .  .  .m  /m
l
 .Representations like 62 are well known from the theory of linear recur-
 . w xrent sequences r s 1 and are also derived in 2, Proposition 2.2 .
We finally solve the corresponding continuous problem which can be
reduced to the just treated discrete case. So let F [ C and A [ A [cont c
 4 w x  .C z with the operation of C s by partial differential operators from 7 .
 .  4According to 32 the solutions for this A s F z coincide with those of allc
 .  .  4 N rthe other A from 4 , i . Let also A [ A [ C z s C be thediscrete d
w xsame C-space, however, with the action of C s by left shifts, according to
 .  .12 . This A was used in the discrete algorithm 61 . But trivially the Boreld
transformation
 4  4b : A s C z ª A s C z ,d c
n n 63 .ra s a n s a n z ¬ a n z rn! .  .  . .  ngN
n n
w x  w x.is a C s -linear isomorphism see 10, 4.24 and induces the isomorphism
x g A p ; P s x s 0 ( y g A p ; P ­ y s 0 . 64 4  4 .  .  .d c
 .  .A basis of the left side of 64 was constructed in 61 , a basis of the right
 .side follows. In particular, the element from 58 is mapped into
n! z nn nym n nymb z z ; m F n s z ; m F n  5 /  5m m! n y m ! n! .n n
s z mrm! exp z ) z . 65 .  .  .
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 .  .66 ALGORITHM Solution of finite-dimensional continuous systems .
w xk , pGiven are a complex matrix P g C s such that the associated module
w x p T w xk  .  .C s rP C s is finite-dimensional. Choose A arbitrarily from 4 , i , for
 r .  .instance, A [ D9 R . All other data are the same as in 61 with F s C.
Then
S [ y g A p ; P ­ y s 0 4 .
has the C-basis
z , a m < <y m z rm! exp z ) z ; m F m z y 1 , 4 .  .  .  .
m 67 .
z g CV M , a s 1 to d z . .  .
 .Again, only the determination of CV M is numerically critical. The
remainder is the solution of linear equations over a field.
We proceed to the solution of the initial value problem, at first in the
 . N r  .discrete case. Under assumption 19 we choose A [ F from 12 . With
 . w xthe notation from 33 I formulated and solved in 10, Section 5 , the
w xl, kfollowing canonical Cauchy problem: Let Q g F s be a polynomial
matrix, universal with QP s 0. Then, according to the fundamental princi-
ple, the equation Py s u has a solution y g A p for given u g A k if and
 w  .x.  . w xonly if Qu s 0 see 10, 2.31 . Then Theorem 5.41 from loc. cit. says:
The inhomogeneous canonical Cauchy problem
<Py s u , y G s x or y n s x n .  .j j
kr Tw x w xfor all j, n g G [ p = N _ deg P F s .  .
for given x g F G , u g A k with Qu s 0 68 .
p w  .xhas a unique solution y g A . An algorithm is given in loc. cit., 5.63 ,
which Sigurd Kleon, Innsbruck, currently implements on a workstation.
Under the finiteness assumptions of this paper a simpler algorithm for the
homogeneous problem is given next.
 . 69 ALGORITHM Solution of the homogeneous finite-dimensional
.  .  .canonical Cauchy problem, discrete case . Data as in 68 and 61 with
 N r . p  4 pu s 0. Then y g F s F z is the unique linear combination,
nz , a nym ny s c z , a y m z z ; z g CV M , .  .  .   /m
z , a , m , n
< <1 F a F d z , m F n , m F m z y 1 , .  . 5
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 .where the coefficients c z , a are the unique solution of
nz , a nymc z , a y m z ; z g CV M , 1 F a F d z , .  .  .  . j  /m
z , a , m
< <m F m z y 1 s x n for all j, n g G. 70 .  .  .  .j5
Again, the continuous case is a direct consequence of the discrete one.
< n <  .  .n .  .  .We remark that, trivially, ­ b a r ­ z 0 s a n , b from 63 .
 . 71 COROLLARY AND ALGORITHM Solution of the finite-dimensional
. w xcanonical Cauchy problem, continuous case . Let A be one of the C s -
 .  . w xk , p w x p T w xkmodules from 4 , i , and P g C s such that the module C s rP C s
w x r  T w xk .  .is finite-dimensional. Define G [ p = N _ deg P C s as in 33 . Then
the canonical Cauchy problem
n< n <P ­ y s u with the initial condition ­ y r ­ z 0 .  .  .Ã Ãj
s x n for all j, n g G, .  .j
for given x g CG and u g A k with Q ­ u s 0 .
has a unique solution y g A p. Assume that y0 is any solution of theÃ
 . 0inhomogeneous problem, i.e., P ­ y s u. This exists again by the fundamen-
tal principle. Then y [ y0 q y, where y is the unique solution of the homoge-Ã
neous problem with the initial condition
n n< n < < n < 0­ y r ­ z 0 s x n y ­ y r ­ z 0 for all j, n g G, .  .  .  .  .  .j j j
  . z , a  . m .  .  .gi¨ en by y s  c z , a y m z rm! exp z ) z ; z g CV M , 1 F az , a , m
 . < <  . 4  .  .  .F d z , m F m z y 1 with the solutions c z , a of 70 , but with x nj
 .  . < n < 0  .n .in 70 replaced by x n y ­ y r ­ z 0 . In particular, there results anj
isomorphism
np G < n <y g A ; P ­ y s 0 ( C , y ¬ ­ y r ­ z 0 . 72 4 .  .  .  . /j  .j , n gG
This justifies calling CG the state space of the system. It is ob¨ious that the
inhomogeneous solution y0, depending on the input u, cannot, in general, be
calculated with a computer, contrary to the discrete case.
 .73 Remark. The preceding algorithms use only linear algebra over a
 .field and the determination of CV M , i.e., essentially Hilbert's nullstel-
lensatz. The difficult theorems of Ehrenpreis and Palamodov on linear
systems of partial differential equations with constant coefficients did not
w xenter the algorithms, but only their proofs through my paper 10 . The
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following remarks show that their use is superfluous. Indeed, in the
 .complex continuous case there is the following analogue of 60 : Let S be
w x  4  r .any C s -submodule of C z or D9 R containing all functions
 .  . w x r w  .  .x wp z exp z ) z , p g C z , z g C . The formula s a z exp z ) z s s qi i
. x  .z a exp z ) z implies the isomorphismi
dq1py g S ; P ­ q z y s 0, m 0 y s 0 .  . 4
dq1p( y g S ; P ­ y s 0, m z y s 0 74 .  .  . 4
y ¬ y exp z ) z . .
w x p  .The left side is contained in C z which is shown as in 42 . With thed
 .Borel transform 63 we derive the isomorphism
pr dq1Nx g C ; P s q z x s 0, m 0 x s 0 .  .  . 4
dq1p( y g S ; P ­ y s 0, m z y s 0 75 .  .  . 4
x s x n r ¬ x n z nrn! exp z ) z . .  .  . . ngN  /
rngN
 .The left side is known from 40 ; hence, we know the right side, too.
 .  p  . 4Together with 38 this computes S [ y g S ; P ­ y s 0 directly.
 .Moreover this furnishes, by reduction to the simple discrete case 18 , a
w x w w x p T w xk x  .new proof of the relation S:C s C s rP C s :C from Theorem 17
in the complex continuous case and, also, the exactness of the functor
o pw xModfd C s ª Syst S , . .
p kT pw x w xM s C s rP C s ¬ S M s y g S ; P ­ y s 0 . 4 .  .
Thus, in the finite-dimensional situation, it is not necessary to use the
results of Ehrenpreis and Palamodov. The inhomogeneous equation
 .  .P ­ y s u with Q ­ u s 0 cannot be solved in this fashion.
Note added in proof. The methods from commutative and homological
w xalgebra which were essential for this paper and for 10 have also been
w x w x w xused in 11 and 12 . Reference 11 discusses linear systems of polynomial
exponential or locally finite functions and their application in the theory of
multivariate splines; it improves, extends and complements the current
w xpaper and 10 in various directions. The Cauchy problem for difference
r w xsystems over the complete integral lattice Z has been solved in 15 .
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